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Sometimes Good Luck Takes a Lot of Work
We know that good luck is often the result of preparation and opportunity.
We also know how hard you and your students have been working to prepare
for the TAKS. So now, take a deep breath and watch all of your work come to
fruition.
When you come up for air and start planning for summer school, let us show
you how we can help.
GoToLearn diagnostic assessment and tutorial software is research-based
and proven to work.
For a demo and details, call Sally Philipp at 972-543-4290 (877-465-3276-toll
free) or email SallyPhilipp@gotolearn.org.

Language is an Art
Two words that are commonly confused and misused are - affect and effect.
Affect is usually a verb (action), and effect is usually a noun (thing)
Example: The noise from my brother's sound system will affect my ability to get good
night's sleep.
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Example: Some drugs can have an unexpected side effect.

Quote
The difference between school and life? In school, you're taught a lesson and then
given a test. In life, you're given a test that teaches you a lesson.
Tom Bodett

Teaching Tip - Test Taking
Make sure your students know to:







Eat breakfast. They can think better on a full stomach.
Have everything they'll need such as calculator, scratch paper, pencils.
Read the instructions. Mistakes are made because they did not read the
instructions.
Scan through the test and answer the easier questions first. It's a confidence
builder.
Use the process of elimination to help with multiple choice questions.
Check their answers to make sure they did not make careless mistakes. Many
questions are missed due to careless mistakes.

Grin
Notice in the News of a local district: Unfortunately, the school board was forced to cut
fifteen percent off all teachers.

Ask about the GoToLearn stimulus special - save up to 33%
GoToLearn is a woman-owned, Texas based company.

For more information - visit our website
www.gotolearn.org
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